T

echnique makes all the
difference. (Consider the
at-home version of your
hair stylist’s perfect blow-out.)
Same goes for lip augmentations.
While all practitioners have access
to the same injectable filler
products, their results can vary
widely depending on their level of
training, amount of experience,
individual philosophy and
injection technique. Dr. Manraj
(Raj) Bath of Bella Cosmedica
custom aesthetics is emerging
as the local go-to guy for lovely,
natural-looking lip augmentations.
In addition to lecturing nationally
to cosmetic practitioners regarding
his “Lip 6” technique, Bath has
been published in The American
Journal of Cosmetic Surgery. He

even has a patent pending for his
novel approach to lip augmentations.
As a result, word of his work is
spreading in local and national
circles with lip plumping becoming
one of Bella Cosmedica’s most
frequently requested procedures.
“Any practitioner can use filler to
make a patient’s lips larger, but
that’s not necessarily what makes
lips or the patient more attractive,”
explains Bath. His patients
appreciate the extra time he
spends in careful evaluation of
their lips and surrounding
anatomy. “We seek to enhance
a patient’s own anatomy and give
them a very natural appearance
while educating them about what
makes for an attractive set of lips.”

Dr. M. Bath of Bella Cosmedica

doctor’s guide to natural looking

lip enhancement
1.) Find out what product your doctor
recommends. Some fillers are better
suited than others for lip augmentations.
2.) Celebrity-style lips do not look good
on everyone. Seek to enhance your
God-given anatomy for the most natural
looking result.
3.) Ask about anesthetic options. Many
fillers contain a numbing agent, but that
may not be enough to maximize comfort
during treatment.
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tips for lovely lips.

Sexy lips

4.) Request photos of your doctor’s lip
augmentation patients. Are the results
attractive or overdone? What looks good
in L.A. may look odd and out of place in
central Ohio.

1577 Cross Creeks Blvd, Pickerington, 43147
614.322.7917
www.bellacosmedica.com

~Actual patient before & afters.

Scan code for before
& after lip gallery.

